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About This Game

SUMMARY:

Princess Darlene has vanished. The King is completely broke.
His only chance is to ask his closest friends for help.

And one of them is a natural choice, having been there when it happened.
But the shock of it has wiped out most of the memory, and your only clue remains a torn parchment.

Choose among a knight, a witch, a minister even, and several others, and try to find out what happened to the King's daughter.
But choose well, because much more than actual professionals, these people are first and foremost the King's best friends. Will

they end up heroes, or zeros?
You have a say in the matter!

FEATURES:

  30-40 Hours of epic and rich gameplay

  Visible encounters

  Mouse control
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  No less than 6 modes of difficulty including unique 'Attack Mode'

  Choose your party among 8 different classes of characters, some of them with up to 4 different sub-classes

  Rename your characters - give your name or a friend's!

  Colyseum for you to test your skills and earn great rewards

  Tons of Relics and Artifacts to discover

MORE GAMES DEVELOPED BY ALDORLEA:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/280140

http://store.steampowered.com/app/332380

http://store.steampowered.com/app/370670

BONUS

http://store.steampowered.com/app/421810
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I like cancer games,
I don't like cancer games with\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hitboxes that make a level impossible.
Won't refund tho gotta support our Ukrainian slavs in Crimea. Would totally recommend! It is one of the most fun strategy
games I've played. I love how they blended in both RTS and City Builder aspects into this game!. I very much enjoyed this title
when I first got it a couple years ago when I first got my HTC Vive. Unfortunately, it seems the dev team have abandoned this
title since there are many complaints in this game's forums mentioning that the moons and planets do not appear when in tour
mode, I agree, I just got a Samsung Odyssey Plus (Windows Mixed Reality) and I'm having that problem too. In the forums, I
haven't seen any comment from the Dev team about possibly fixing this title. This is so unfortunate for a pretty cool title.
DO NOT waste your money on this title, chances are it will not work for you, Vive Pro, Oculus Rift and Windows Mixed
Reality users are all complaining about this problem.. Hard and fun
Its another rage game, Music is good, and gameplay is amazing.. This game is fun but there's a HUGE problem that needs to be
fixed. Every time I try to load a game that I KNOW I saved FHM5 just keeps crashing. I tried to fix it but can't find anything.
PLEASE fix this ASAP because the game is almost unplayable like this and it's so frustrating. Once this problem is fixed in an
update I have no other problems. Thank you. it feels like the max security prisoners are using the needs to make excuses for
violence XD
but still a very realistic game even thought it doesn't look like it, and it is much more simplifyed which makes this game easy to
understand, I didn't need the campaign to learn the basics, I learned everythin on my own, alltought this game is easy to get into
It still is hard to make very big prisons where all prisoners are satisfyed, and it also looks like there are a lot of mods for this
game to which I am looking forward to look trough. They should say that a controller is a requirement. Overall, the controls are
a little uncomfortable, but I have had fun.
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Great game, dead community. Can't recomend unless the community comes back.. I don't remember buying this. While not so
much a game as a digitized Choose Your Own Adventure book, (which is what it bills itself as anyway) To Be Or Not To Be is
certainly hilarious. I wouldn't have thought so initially, but the story of Hamlet really is improved with the inclusion of ghost
marine biologists.. Although it was long waited for its worth it!. Fun for some time.. Early Access indeed, so I am really hoping
for more improvements.

Like for now, that jumping titan worm and the misplaced shadows is kinda weird to me. Like I hear a rumble, I look around, I
see shadows going over the ground, I look in the sky, there is nothing and then you see the titan worm jump out of the ground.
It's like the shadows are from underneath and the worm is doing like 360 degrees roundabouts. This need to be done better.
But seriously, that jumping worm is getting old fast. I would suggest to keep it low profile, making it move through the sands
and underneath. Having patches of solid sands (with trees of the drinking spots or low vegetation) where you can stand and be
safe, but when you set foot on the loose sand, the ground starts to rumble and the titan worm is coming for you. That makes the
game more interesting. But this is just a suggestion and I have no idea how far the knowledge is from the developer and the
possibilities of the game engine in order to visualize it.

If not, then you could implement giant statues walking in the night, floods of scarabs moving around when the lightning strikes
down... Just to have some variation in "events"...

The points of interest, I would rather prefer it as a little puzzle, like now you see a picture to warn you that there is something
special there. You look around and you see the object which is easy to grab. Would be nicer if you have to do some effort in
obtaining the object. If so, then there should be more points of interest, because they are always fun to do. And maybe when you
pick it up, you can rotate it and you can read a little bit about the object.
As puzzle, maybe just a big stone with a window, when you activate it, a puzzle shows up which you need to solve in order to
obtain the object of interest...

I like that the torches go out when it rains. And that the water dissappears due of the heat. Running is not quite what I would
have expected, but knowing that you can't run fast in desert sand, I accept it. Then I would expect that you can run faster when
on solid ground. (assuming when you go in the dungeon, your movement speed is a bit faster) But that is not yet the case.

As for now, the "open world" is somewhat limited, the objects and buildings are too close to eachother, making the surrounding
open space not interesting to go into. There might be something, who knows, but its not making me EAGER to explore it.

OVERALL PICTURE

The game has the potention to be something interesting, but at the moment it's not. It's quite dull, agitating (running is so slow,
the dullness of everything around it agitates me tremendously)
It can become something awesome but I don't think the engine will let that dream become reality... But maybe the creativity of
the developer might do the trick...

For now, because I got bored fairly quickly, I do not recommend to buy this game.
But as an extra NOTE: You can buy this game to support the developer so this game might be placed on a turn table and blow
our minds.

JULY 2018

So I noticed the developer did some work on this game, for example, he is using a different engine, improved some elements
and the hud looks different. Gonna install the game again and play it again, curious if it is now better or not. If it is better, I will
rewrite this entire review.. This may be my first review, and to be honest I know that probably no one will read this.
HOWEVER! My thoughts on this game after playing it for about an hour.

Holy.\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Balls. My first thought was "This game is going to be the exact reason why
Trackmania doesn't have rockets" but after playing through the tutorial and being amazed at the easy and intuitive controls my
thoughts were "Holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665? Why dopesnt Trackmania have rockets?!"

So yes, that is what this game essentially is. It is Trackmania with rockets. This is not in any way negative as Trackmania is
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arguably one of the most visually pleasing and intuitive racing games out there.

The only negatives that come to mind, or simply things I feel the game is missing are:

- The graphics leave a bit to be desired. I understand this is an indi game, and for an indi game they are amazing. But I think if
they were a bit better this game would be insane.

- Get the community involved more than just ghosts! Let us race each other, crash into each other in lap races, race against each
other in real time in time attack. Add in a track editor that we can build tracks and share with other players.

- I feel like I should be able to control each air brake individually, at least each side, purely for more control in mid air.

That's it. If these things were implemented I think this game could easily be as big as Trackmania at it's peak. I am
THOROUGHLY enjoying this game.

8.5\/10. nothing works at all you cant even chop trees
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